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Today we’d like to introduce you to Antonella Natalis.

POPULAR

So, before we jump into specific questions about the business, why don’t you give us
THE THOUGHT-PROVOKERS: CELEBRATING
ARTISTS & CREATIVES

some details about you and your story.
Italian Marine Painter is the website suited for those who love sea painting!
As a teen, I started being fascinated (this passion still thrives me) by great artists of seascapes,
so I intently watched and studied their charming representations.
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For several years, I have been trying to give concreteness to my own vision of art and tried to
transfer my emotions onto canvas, using colors, shades and textures, enchanted atmospheres,
either dreamt, conceived by my imagination or coming as a reminiscence of some remote
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memories.
Through my paintings I explore different techniques and feelings, shifting from the shiny
“classical” nuances in my palette to the more intense, shady and intimate but never gloomy,
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nocturnal landscapes.
Over the years, I extended my production adding to an oil-painted canvas, some of which are
huge, also watercolors, mixed with inks and polishes, where this time my subjects are abstract
seabeds. You can find some of my works on my Etsy online shop ‘italianmarinepainter’, where
they are immediately available; alternatively, you will also be free to ask me a customized
project for your house, your bureau, your office or your shop.
Feel free to call me, without any commitment and I ensure you we will find the most suitable
solution to your style and your settings!
Antonella Natalis was born in Milan in 1971 and works in the communication and fashion
industries.
In 1975 she won the Premio Cornelliani (second place) “Manifestos/Posters and Fashion”,
sponsored by Brera Academy and by the School of Art and Design in Milan, being awarded the
prize at the Sforzesco Castle by the Princess Melba Ruffo di Calabria.
Since 2012, she opened her permanent exposition at the venues for events La Limonera
(Rovellasca-Como), were about 40 paintings are displayed.
In 2013, she placed second with Special Mention at the “Contest of ideas for the conception
and planning of masterpieces representing the reconciliation between work and family life”
proclaimed by the Chamber of Commerce of Monza Brianza.
In 2014, she exposed at the collective exhibition Images of Love, held at Gallery Spazio Papel,
via Savona, in Milan.
In 2015, she got selected for the Exhibition/Contest EXPOARTEITALIANA, among 450
emerging artists coming from all over the Italian Peninsula. The painting “cultivate our sea”,
chosen by the Professor Vittorio Sgarbi and the Artistic Director Giovanni Lettini, together
with other 99 works representing the EXPO2015 theme, will be exposed at Villa Bagatti
Valsecchi in Varedo MB Italy, up to the end of 2016. Since 2016, she sells and exposes in Italy
and worldwide.
Great, so let’s dig a little deeper into the story – has it been an easy path overall and if
not, what were the challenges you’ve had to overcome?
Thank you for your question! My blog, as yours, was created to cultivate my passions and is
dedicated to women; I often do the same question to the artists and artisans that I interview. I
think it is extremely important to be able to share, to tell our stories and feel somewhat closer
thanks to art, handicraft and creativity in its broader meaning!
Hence, the first thing I recommend to young women is for sure to tell others the most about
themselves, to learn how to do so not just through their pictures (shoots of their projects that
we can so easily upload on our social platform), but also by expressing their feelings and
moods.
This ability to involve can help us building up connections with many people, who at that
precise moment can relate to what we tell them because they feel in the same way.
A fundamental aspect, even if many tend to find it hard, is surely the sharing part (with
principle and much focus).
Finding other women of your age or not, even more mature and with a strengthened
experience and willing to give others and to create a network.
I love sharing my projects with other artists and we often succeed in giving birth to incredible
ideas and new creations that give visibility to the both of us!
For years, for instance, I have been working on a collective and graphically appealing post (i
started as a graphic) ideal for every social, in particular, IG. It was a sort of thematic layout (a
color, a party, an emotion, eccetera) in which 5/6 artists coming from different parts of the
world (with which I am still in contact and which I adore! Each being special and creative in
her sector) and so we revealed ourselves to the public.
Please tell us about ItalianMarinePainter.
I started painting oil canvas because I met a wonderful Italian painter who gave me some
lessons. It has been a real luck and I am extremely grateful to him.
Painting is a discovery and a research that you bring on every single day. Being a designer and
having focused on marketing for years for various companies belonging to different sectors
(www.antonellanatalis.com), I have been able to easily organize interesting events,
laboratories for adults and kids, to create something beautiful not just to be admired but also
to be worn, to study innovative packaging and to build up, some years ago, my personal
website www.italianmarinepainter.com.
After many years spent using oil techniques, which to me are the best, by the end of 2016 I
decided to propose different works, on one hand on my behalf (as in need for lightness)… on
the other because the market was still requiring my abstract, but this time, instead of opting
for acrylics I had always been using since I was a teen, I shifted towards watercolors, a
wonderful technique.
I tried to express my sea even in that form, an abstract sea, by mixing sometimes black ink and
polish to create new textures and new contrast. They are extremely appreciated by Americans
Who have you been inspired by?
Artistically speaking, I admire a lot Luciana Matalon, passed away some time ago at the age of
78, who during the sixties struggled to emerge in a world dominated by men. Her paintings,
sculptures, jewels in gold, silver and bronze, brass relieves and many other works are unique!
In 2000 she set up her foundation in the center of Milan, not just to expose her creations
(including a floor that she made by herself and covered with resin, which is truly amazing and
which I often go admiring even after years), but also new generations’ ones. Matalon exhibition
is still promoting artistic projects with an international influence and my dream is to see my
works there someday!
Pricing:
oil canvas 100/2000 euros
watercolors 25/300 euros
italian (Como) silk scarf 25/90 euros
Contact Info:
Address: Antonella Natalis (c/o Cavallini Design e Comunicazione)
Via Agnesi 73 20814 Varedo MB Italy
Website: www.italianmarinepainter.com
Phone: +39 339-365-9934
Email: info@antonellanatalis.it
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/italianmarinepainter/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/italianmarinepainter.it
Other: https://www.houzz.it/ideabooks/users/antonellanatalis

Getting in touch: VoyageMIA is built on recommendations from the community; it’s how we
uncover hidden gems, so if you know someone who deserves recognition please let us know
here.
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Miami has always had an artistic soul. The culture and heritage of our city, like most great cities, owes a
tremendous...
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MIAMI’S MOST INSPIRING STORIES
Every neighborhood in South Florida has its own vibe, style, culture and history, but what consistently
amazes us is not what...
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THE TRAILBLAZERS: REWRITING THE NARRATIVE
The editorial team has a special attachment to our new series, The Trailblazers: Rewriting the Narrative,
because so many of us...
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FLASHES & STROKES: A TALE OF TWO MEDIUMS
The digital and traditional arts are thriving in Miami. From newer, technology based media like
photography and digital art to more...
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THE INFLUENCERS
VoyageMIA owes a huge debt to the incredible local community of influencers – from fashion bloggers to
foodies – who put...
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#MIAMICREATIVES: THE LOCAL ARTISTS WHO INSPIRE US
Through a mix of mediums, formats and perspectives local artists illuminate the unknown, color the
previously black-and-white and add depth to...
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MAKEOVER MONDAY’S: LOCAL BEAUTY INSPO THAT BLEW
US AWAY
New week, new look. Here’s some inspiration from some of South Florida’s most gifted beauty
professionals. Hair: B. Davis Extensions: @theeminencehaircollection...
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THE MIAMI ARTS & CULTURE WEEKLY REVIEW
Throughout history, societies and communities that embraced the arts often found themselves at the
forefront of social and political change –...
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AN ARTISTIC VOYAGE: EXPLORING LOCAL CREATIVE AND
ARTISTIC WORKS
Raw, unfiltered creative expression – from stories and photographs to illustrations and paintings – is at
the heart of VoyageMIA. ...
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L AT E S T H E A D L I N E S

Miami is an incredible city - but it's so large and so vast and so diverse
that all of us are missing out on tons of great people, businesses,
organizations, events and more.
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VoyageMIA wants to highlight the best of the 305/786 - from freelance
makeup artists that will dazzle you to the best Meetup groups in town.
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